


Merchant West Fleet was founded in 2009 by the current

management team who set about developing their own

vehicle leasing system while consulting to the local fleet

management industry.

Since early 2015, we have grown steadily while carefully

crafting our systems and processes to meet our client’s

unique needs.

Our valued independence means we get to select the best

possible supplier partners to ensure the right application at

the right price.

Our expert team provides direct support to clients without

any need to navigate through a call centre.

Merchant West Fleet provides tailor-made leasing solutions based on your business

needs including vehicle operating conditions and expected monthly utilisation.

We will qualify these unique needs and implement the best matched solution.

Who We Are 



It makes sense for business owners to consider

leasing through us when deciding how best to fund

vehicles.

To start with, if paying cash is an option then it

would typically be best to invest this valuable

resource in stock, client services or sales that can

deliver a return on investment rather than to tie it

up in a depreciating asset. Furthermore, paying for something as you use it knowing that the

lessor is taking the operational risks is smarter than paying for

ownership and having to worry about servicing, maintenance and tyre

costs and disposing of the vehicle at the end of its economic life.

Why Choose Us 



Full Maintenance Lease

✓ Vehicle Procurement
✓ Maintenance Plan
✓ Maintenance Authorisation
✓ Guaranteed Future Value
+ Market Related Buyback Option
✓ License Renewal
+ Vehicle Tracking
+ Insurance
+ Roadside Assistance

Operating Lease

✓ Vehicle Procurement
× Maintenance Plan
✓ Maintenance Authorisation
✓ Guaranteed Future Value
+ Market Related Buyback Option
✓ License Renewal
+ Vehicle Tracking
+ Insurance
+ Roadside Assistance

Dynamic Lease

✓ Vehicle Procurement
× Maintenance Plan
× Maintenance Authorisation
✓ Guaranteed Future Value
+ Market Related Buyback Option
✓ License Renewal
× Vehicle Tracking
× Insurance
× Roadside Assistance

We understand that each business can have unique needs when it comes to operating a fleet of vehicles. We also recognise that rapid advances in technology

is translating into vehicles that are more reliable, servicing requirements can be determined by the vehicle itself depending on operating circumstances and

alternative energy sources are becoming more popular (e.g. electric/hybrid). Our three Leasing Options are designed to include the absolute basic services on

initiation and you decide if additional conveniences are needed to meet your unique business and vehicle operating objectives at any time during the period.

Leasing Options 



• Keep your hard earned cash invested in your business, not depreciating assets.

• Pay for usage only and let us take the risk associated with vehicle ownership.

• Select a leasing option then add any of our convenience services to meet your needs.

• We take care of all your fleet related administration from procurement to disposal so you can focus on the operation of your day-to-

day business.

• We will guide you in replacing your fleet at optimum intervals to meet your specific business and financial objectives.

• You can terminate a lease contract at any point - just pay for the re-calculated usage.

Benefits 



1. Decide on the most suitable leasing option and select any additional convenience services.

2. Send us your latest signed audited financials, current management accounts, CIPRO/CIPC documents and a signed credit application/consent form and we 
will do the rest.

3. You sign our lease agreement, debit order authority mandate, vehicle leasing quote.

4. We order the vehicle from our dealer who delivers directly to you.

5. You give us proof of comprehensive insurance, sign the dealer vehicle delivery receipt and start using the vehicle.

6. Finally, we print a vehicle schedule for your signature and we attach a copy to the lease agreement.
We then manage your vehicle lease contracts and reports to you regularly.

Next Steps 



145 West Street, Sandton 2196
P.O. Box 651098 Benmore 2010

+27 (0)11 305 9555/6
fleet@merchantwest.co.za

merchantwestfleet.co.za

http://www.merchantwest.co.za/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/merchant-west/
https://www.facebook.com/Merchant-West-309701316304560/

